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The 41st Annual Daytime Creative Arts
Emmy Awards

Outstanding Achievement in
Art Direction/Set Decoration/Scenic Design

  

 

 

 

Make That A Double!

Congratulations to Set Decorator Lisa K. Nilsson SDSA for a rare
double win at the Daytime Emmy Awards. In the surprise of the
evening worthy of a soap opera storyline, there was a tie
for Outstanding Achievement in Art Direction/Set
Decoration/Scenic Design for a Drama Series. Lisa is the Set
Decorator for both award winners ALL MY CHILDREN and ONE
LIFE TO LIVE and shared the awards with Production Designer
Tim Goodmanson, Art Director Martin Fahrer and additional Set
Decorator Sarah Fredericks.

Said Lisa, "I am so very grateful and proud of the work that my
amazing assistants Susan Kaufman SDSA, Deborah Greene and
Rich Murray contributed to this effort, as well as my lead man
Brad Klipp and his fantastic crew and our wonderful scenic
department... lots of wallpaper!!!" 

Among Lisa’s other television credits are LAW & ORDER:
CRIMINAL INTENT and CENTRAL PARK WEST.

The 41st Annual Daytime Creative Arts Emmy Awards were held
June 20th at The Westin Bonaventure Hotel in downtown Los
Angeles.
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Looking for more information?  Your best resource is www.setdecorators.org

            Decorator Resources is a searchable database of SDSA Business Members.            
Thanks for supporting the Business Members that support the SDSA

Did you know that the SDSA can be found on Facebook, Twitter @setdecoronline and Pinterest!
Be sure to “Like”, “Follow” and “Pin” us!

 

      

 
Did you know that ANY purchase made on Amazon going through our links

within our Book/DVD store (and not just the featured items) help raise funds for the SDSA? 
Just remember to click first on the SDSA's bookstore, and then click to start your shopping!

Business Members, do you have an announcement you'd like to make?

Set Decorators, what are you working on? 

Please email your news to Mimi@frontrowmedia.com
and be sure to update your SDSA and IMDB listings!
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